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Explore One puts the fun in science!  Whether you’re exploring with a metal detector 
or learning basic astronomy with one of our telescopes, the ultimate goal is to make 
it fun for kids to learn and explore.  

The Science Inside
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Designed for young users who are beginning their 
explorations into observation, the Explore One Juno 
50mm Telescope is a great starter instrument for both 
daytime nature watching and nighttime moon gazing. 
Easy to use and affordable, the refractor telescope 
has an aperture of just under 2 inches and comes 
with two interchangeable eyepieces that provide 
magnifications of 18x and 28.8x. 

Explore One’s GO-TO EQ3 reflector is an ideal 
teaching scope that offers easy sky navigation, 
smooth tracking and a generous 114mm 
aperture that is perfect for lunar, planetary 
and deep sky observation. Users will spend 
less time searching and more time observing 
with the application-based GO-TO system that 
coordinates a series of motors with a broad 
database of celestial objects to quickly guide 
the scope to the user’s selected target. The 
navigation system is complemented by the 
scope’s equatorial mount, which allows for 
precision tracking of an object as it moves 
across the night sky.

GO-TO EQ3
 Explore One Go-To EQ3

JUNO
50mm AZ Mount Telescope

8-114GO  •  Case Pack=1

88-10051  •  Case Pack=6
Master 12.00x25.50x18.25   25.00lbs

Item 11.00x18.00x4.00  4.00lbs

NEW
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88-10050  •  Case Pack=5
Master 22.50 x 29.50 x 9.50 23.50lbs

Item 9.00x29.25x4.25 4.50lbs

Offering a full range of discovery, this Explore 
One Telescope and Microscope Set is ideal for 
young scientists looking to explore everything 
from the soil to the stars. The 40mm telescope 
comes with two eye pieces and an easy-mount 
tripod. The 900x microscope has three levels of 
magnification and is equipped with slide trays, 
lab tools and collection materials to encourage 
experimentation. In addition, all elements in the 
set are well secured in a durable case for quick 
portability so you can follow your investigations 
wherever they may take you.

By revealing celestial secrets like the intricate 
contours of the lunar terrain, the Explore One 
Aries Telescope can turn the ordinary into the 
extraordinary for budding junior astronomers. 
This ideal beginner’s scope is easy to use and 
includes a simple alt-azimuth mount and tripod 
that allow the user to smoothly move the scope up, 
down and side to side. It offers a 50mm aperture, 
a 600 mm focal length  and three eyepieces that 
allow for varied levels of magnification.

 ARIES
50mm AZ Mount Telescope

 APOLLO
 Tele-Micro Set with Case

88-41101  •  Case Pack=4
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Equipped with the highly portable Explore One 
Theseus, budding astronomers can embark on 
an exhilarating journey through our solar system 
and into some of the star clusters, nebulas and 
other offerings of deep sky. Housed in a molded 
plastic case for secure transport, the Theseus has 
a 60mm aperture, a 700mm focal length and 
comes with three interchangeable eyepieces to 
meet a variety of magnification needs.

Explore One’s 76mm telescope offers a digital 
eyepiece that will allow junior astronomers 
to easily share and capture images of their 
observations. With the digital eyepiece in place, 
the telescope’s view appears on the screen of 
the user’s connected computer. The scope also 
comes with a 20mm and 12.5mm eyepiece for 
standard observing purposes.

 76MM
 76mm Digital Eyepiece Telescope

 THESEUS
60/700 AZ Tele with Case
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88-10076  •  Case Pack=1

88-06000  •  Case Pack=1
Master 7.00x29.50x14.50 17.50lbs
Item 17.50x29.25x14.00 16.50lbs



88-10170  •  Case Pack=1
Master 7.25x29.50x10.50 9.00lbs

Item 10.00x29.25x6.25 8.00lbs

88-10114  •  Case Pack=1
Master 7.00x29.50x14.50 17.50lbs
Item 17.50x29.25x14.00 16.50lbs

With a substantial aperture of 4 ½ inches, 
the Explore One Aurora 114mm Telescope 
is designed to unveil exhilarating deep sky 
treasures. Offering a focal length of 1100 
mm and equipped with two premium Plossl 
eyepieces, this reflector model allows the user 
to experience ancient starlight in the form of 
galaxies, nebulae and star clusters. 

From exploring Jupiter‘s equatorial cloud 
belts to Saturn‘s impressive rings, the Explore 
One Gemini 70mm Telescope allows young 
astronomers to see Earth’s neighbors in a 
whole new way. Featuring superior optics that 
generate bright, crisp images, this scope has 
a 70mm aperture and a 700mm focal length, 
which makes it the largest in the Explore One 
line of refracting telescopes.

GEMINI
 70mm AZ Mount Telescope

AURORA
 114mm Slow Motion Alt/Azimuth
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This Explore One compound 
microscope can reveal the world’s 
hidden details up to a 900x 
magnification level. The 28-piece 
set includes color filters, slides and 
collection tools. 

50-1200X
MICRO SET
50-1200x Microscope Box Set

900X
MICRO
Explore One 200x Microscope
Set with Case

This Explore One compound microscope 
offers an impressive magnification 
range of 50x to 1200x, a projection 
eyepiece and three objective lens sizes. 
It comes fully outfitted with color filters, 
prepared and blank slides, collection 
tools and a shrimp hatchery.

20X
MICRO
Explore One
20x Microscope

In addition to capturing crisp 
three-dimensional specimen 
views, Explore One’s 20x 
Stereo Microscope lets 
users work on a subject 
without stepping away from 
the eyepieces. Great for 
investigating larger objects, 
the scope has a 10x wide field 
eyepiece, a 2x stereo lens and 
LED illumination. It comes 
with accessories and a rock set 
to jumpstart  investigations. 

USB 
HAND
MICRO
USB Hand Microscope
with Stand

Perfect for analyzing larger 
objects, Explore One’s USB 
Handheld Microscope lets 
young users take their 
investigations beyond the 
slide format. Once plugged 
into a computer’s USB port, 
the digital scope, which offers 
a 20x to 200x magnification 
range, will generate 13 mega 
pixel images on the screen. 

88-50101  •  Case Pack=4
Master 14.50x17.25x15.75   17.00lbs

Item 14.00x15.00x4.00  4.00lbs

88-52000  •  Case Pack=4
Master 18.50x18.50x17.50   9.00lbs

Item 9.00x9.50x8.50  2.00lbsa

DM350  •  Case Pack=4
Master 18.50x11.75x9.00   21.00lbs

Item 9.00x5.25x4.25  5.00lbs

88-51000  •  Boxed=4
Master 14.25x20.75x17.00   21.00lbs

Item 13.50x19.50x3.75  5.00lbs
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 6X21 BINO
Explore One 6X21 Binocular PDQ

Lightweight and fully rubber-coated, 
Explore One’s 6x21 binoculars are a 
perfect observation tool for young 
adventurers. In addition to 6x 
magnification and a 21mm aperture, 
they offer a large focus wheel, rubber 
eyecups and a textured gripping 
surface.

40X-1024X
 USB MICRO
Explore One 40x-1024x USB Eye 
Piece Gift Box Microscope Set

Explore One’s 40x-1024x Microscope 
adds a digital twist to its compound 
design with the inclusion of a USB 
eyepiece that connects directly to a 
computer to allow for easy viewing, 
sharing and image capturing. This 
model also has two wide field eyepieces, 
a Barlow lens, LED illumination and a 
full accessories kit. 

4X30 BINO
Explore One 4x30 Binocular PDQ

Available in blue, yellow or green, 
Explore One’s lightweight 4x30 
binoculars are made to encourage 
adventure. They have a bright 30mm 
aperture, a 4x magnification, black 
rubber grip and a centrally located 
focusing wheel. 

88-10621  •  Case Pack=24
Master 8.25x12.50x10.25  23.80lbs

Item 3.00x2.25x4.50  0.50lbs

88-55001  •  Case Pack=4

BRBINO430-PDQ  •  Case Pack=24
Master 10.5x11.75x13.50   92.20lbs

Item 5.00x5.25x13.00  2.85lbs
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BIRD FEEDER
Bresser Bird Feeder

By capturing feeding and flight action in 
intense detail, this unique combination 
camera and bird feeder gives nature 
enthusiasts an up-close look into the world 
of birds. The feeder, which is available in 
both a seed and nectar design, houses 
a removable camera module. When the 
device’s sensor detects a visitor to the feeder, 
the integrated digital camera will begin 
quietly snapping photos at a trigger speed 
of 1 second without disturbing the subject. 
The images can be viewed and shared at a 
later time by connecting the camera to a 
computer via a USB cable.

JR METAL
 DETECTOR
Explore One Jr Metal Detector

Treasure hunters-in-training can discover 
coins, jewelry and other trinkets that lie 
just below the soil with the Explore One 
Junior Metal Detector. This detector can 
locate a variety of precious metals up to 6 
inches below the surface and alert users 
to potential finds with various tones. The 
pole is height adjustable and has an LED 
light for exploring in low-light conditions.

NIGHT VISION
3X20 Night Vision

Perfect for a spy adventure with pals, 
the Explore One Night Vision Scope 
lets users track what’s prowling about 
even in the dark. The highly portable 
device has a 3x magnification, a 
20mm objective lens, a 1.7” screen, a 
collapsible handle and a carrying case. 

Item Number# 40-40001

NEW

NEW

88-20001  •  Case Pack=4
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88-50105  •  Case Pack=4
Master 7.75x13.50x16.50   13.40lbs

Item 7.25x3.25x8.00  1.55lbs



30-10101  •  Case Pack=6
Master 16.50x16.50x4.75   17.50lbs

Item 5.50x8.00x4.50  2.75lbs

20-25001-B  •  Case Pack=4
Master 15.50x17.25x37.50   4.00lbs

Item 15.25x16.50x6.20  4.50lbs

Outfitted with axle-twisting suspension 
systems and high torque motors, Explore 
One’s 4x4 Crawlers can traverse harsh terrain 
with impressive ease. The battery-powered 
vehicles will showcase the principles of 
articulated suspension as they twist and climb 
over outdoor and indoor obstacles. This set 
includes two rock crawlers for head-to-head 
action and a carrying case that makes great 
practice terrain.

With its axle-twisting suspension system 
and high torque motor, the Explore One 
4x4 Crawler can traverse harsh terrain with 
impressive ease. Adventurers will be amazed 
at the twisting and climbing action of the 
battery-powered rock crawler as it conquers 
outdoor and indoor obstacles using the 
principles of articulated suspension.

4X4 
CRAWLER
 4x4 Off Road Crawler

4X4
ACTION SET
 4x4 Crawler Action Box Set
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88-30000  •  Case Pack=8
Master 7.75x13.50x16.50   13.40lbs

Item 7.25x3.25x8.00  1.55lbs

88-34000  •  Case Pack=12
Master 7.75x13.50x16.50   19.60lbs

Item 7.25x3.25x8.00  1.55lbs

88-25000  •  Case Pack=4
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OUTDOOR SET
Explore One Jr Outdoor Set

A great companion for kids on nature 
hikes and other excursions, the Explore 
One Outdoor Set is a nylon carry bag 
packed for grab-and-go adventure with 
4x30 binoculars, an LED headlamp, a 
mini compass and a water bottle.

EXPLORE SET
 Explore One Explorer Set

Explore One’s Explore Kit outfits 
children for a day of outdoor adventure 
and discovery. In addition to a 2x/4x 
magnifying glass, the set has a bug box, 
specimen containers and a whistle with 
extras like a compass and light. 

LAND & WATER
HABITAT
 Explore One Land and Water Habitat

Young explorers can get an up-close 
look at how their favorite land and water 
creatures look, interact and behave with 
this Explore One habitat. The catch-and-
release container has a magnifying cap 
for detailed observation and comes with a 
set of tools that will help explorers collect 
specimens without harming them.
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